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GREAT GIFT IDEAS

WIN THE ULTIMATE SUMMER BOOK PACK

WIN 80 books  
worth over $2700

THE LINCOLN 
HIGHWAY
Amor Towles
Paperback RRP $32.99
 

Bursting with life, charm, 
richly imagined settings 
and unforgettable 
characters, The 
Lincoln Highway is an 
extraordinary journey of 

two brothers venturing through 1950s America 
from the pen of a master storyteller. The absorbing 
new novel by the author of the bestselling A 
Gentleman in Moscow.

OH WILLIAM!
Elizabeth Strout
Hardback RRP $29.99

A luminous novel about 
the myriad mysteries 
that make up a marriage, 
about discovering family 
secrets, late in life, that 
rearrange everything we 
think we know about those 
closest to us, and the way 

people continue to live and love, against all odds. 
At the heart of this story is the unforgettable, 
indomitable voice of Lucy Barton.

THREE SISTERS
Heather Morris
Paperback RRP $32.99 
 

From Heather Morris, the 
author of The Tattooist 
of Auschwitz and Cilka’s 
Journey, comes an 
astonishing new story that 
will break your heart, but 
leave you amazed and 

uplifted by the courage and fierce love of three 
sisters, whose promise to each other kept them 
alive in a place without hope.

BEAUTIFUL WORLD, 
WHERE ARE YOU
Sally Rooney
Paperback RRP $29.99

The new novel from Sally 
Rooney, the internationally 
bestselling author of  
Normal People and 
Conversations with Friends. 
‘Rooney’s best novel yet. 

Funny and smart, full of sex and love and people 
doing their best to connect.’ - New York Times.

THESE PRECIOUS DAYS
Ann Patchett
Paperback RRP $29.99
23 November release,  
advance orders welcome

An irresistible collection of 
essays and memoir from 
the acclaimed author of 
The Dutch House. 
As a writer, Ann Patchett 
knows what the outcome 

of her fiction will be. Life, however, often takes turns 
we do not see coming. Patchett ponders this truth 
as she explores family, friendship, marriage, failure, 
success, and what it all means.

HOW WE LOVE
Clementine Ford
Paperback RRP $29.99

Clementine Ford is a 
person who has loved 
deeply, strangely and with 
curiosity. She is fascinated 
by love and how it makes 
its home in our hearts and 
believes that the way we 

continue to surrender ourselves to love is an act of 
great faith and bravery. How We Love is heartfelt, 
funny, confessional, revelatory, compassionate - 
and essential reading.
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LOVE 
STORIES 
Trent Dalton
Hardback  
RRP $32.99

Trent Dalton, 
bestselling 
author and 

one of Australia’s finest journalists, spent 
two months in 2021 speaking to people 
from all walks of life, asking them one 
simple and direct question: ‘Can you 
please tell me a love story?’ The result is 
an immensely warm, poignant, funny and 
moving book about love in all its guises. 
A heartfelt, deep, wise and tingly tribute to 
the greatest thing we will never 
understand and the only thing we 
will ever really need: love.

WELL HELLO
Leigh Sales & 
Annabel Crabb
Paperback  
RRP $39.95

From the hit 
podcast Chat 10 

Looks 3, Annabel Crabb and Leigh Sales take 
a stroll through some of the issues of our time, 
offering advice for would-be writers, thoughts 
on developing a rich reading life, tips for 
navigating the perilous world of social media, 
and the secrets of a great friendship, all with 
the digressions that listeners of their podcast 
have come to love. Here Crabb and Sales 
discuss kindness, success and failure, and not 
taking yourself – or others – too seriously.
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AUSTRALIAN STORIES

Enter now for your chance to WIN a 
selection of Grantlee Kieza titles including 
the bestselling Banjo. For details go to 
www.indies.com.au/competitions

win

LAWSON
Grantlee Kieza
Hardback  
RRP $39.99 

Henry Lawson 
captured the 
heart and soul 
of Australia and 
its people with 
greater clarity 
and truth than 
any writer before 
him. Born on 

the goldfields in 1867, he became the voice 
of ordinary Australians, recording their hopes, 
dreams and struggles. But Henry Lawson’s own 
life may have been the most compelling saga 
of all, a heart-breaking tale of brilliance, lost 
love, self-destruction and madness. Grantlee 
Kieza reveals the extraordinary rise, 
devastating fall and enduring legacy  
of an Australian icon.

HOW TO END 
A STORY: 
DIARIES 
1995–1998
Helen Garner
Hardback   
RRP $29.99

Helen Garner’s 
third volume 
of diaries is an 
account of a 
woman fighting 
to hold on to a 

marriage that is disintegrating around her. 
This is a harrowing story, a portrait of the messy, 
painful, dark side of love lost, of betrayal and sadness 
and the sheer force of a woman’s anger. But it is also 
a story of resilience and strength, strewn with sharp 
insight, moments of joy and hope, the immutable 
ties of motherhood and the regenerative power of 
a room of one’s own. 

GROWING UP  
IN AUSTRALIA
Ed. Black Inc
Paperback 
RRP $29.99
30 November  
release, advance 
orders welcome

Growing Up in 
Australia features 
gems from 
essential Australian 
memoirs such as 

Rick Morton’s 100 Years of Dirt and Magda 
Szubanski’s Reckoning. Along with pieces from 
across Black Inc.’s Growing Up collections it 
captures the diversity of our nation in moving and 
revelatory ways. Contributors include Benjamin Law, 
Anna Goldsworthy, Miranda Tapsell, Nyadol Nyuon, 
Tara June Winch and many more. 
With a foreword by Alice Pung, this anthology is a 
wonderful gift for adult and adolescent readers alike.

LARRIMAH 
Caroline Graham  
& Kylie Stevenson
Paperback RRP $32.99

A missing man, an eyeless 
croc and an outback town 
of 11 people who mostly 
hate each other. Whatever 
happened in Larrimah, it’s 
strange and precious and 

surprisingly funny and journalists Kylie Stevenson 
and Caroline Graham have spent years trying to pin 
it down. ‘The extraordinary story of a tiny town and 
its big secrets.’ - Michael Rowland.

FUNKYTOWN 
Paul Kennedy 
Paperback RRP $32.99

The vivid true story  
of a year in the life of 
a teenager leaping into 
manhood. Told with 
poignancy, humour  
and evoking the brilliant, 
dusty haze of late 
Australian summer, 

Funkytown is a love letter to adolescence, 
football, family, and outer suburbia.

SILK
Shaun Burgoyne  
with Martin Blake
Hardback RRP $45.00

 
The man they call 
‘Silk’ was the ultimate 
team player - versatile, 
highly skilled and hard 
at the contest. Shaun 
Burgoyne - inspirational 

footballer, leader of his people, devoted family 
man - is one of the most respected 
players in AFL history, on and off  
the field.

PEMULWUY: THE 
RAINBOW WARRIOR
Eric Willmot
Paperback  RRP $29.99
7 November release,  
advance orders welcome

Pemulwuy, one of the 
most iconic indigenous 
heroes, leads an 
uncompromising 12-year 
war against colonial 

oppression and makes the supreme sacrifice to 
guide his people to safety. A new edition of the 
compelling 1987 novel inspired by Pemulwuy’s 
legend and the historical events between 1788 and 
1802, this is a story every Australian should know.

A BLOODY 
GOOD RANT 
Thomas Keneally
Hardback RRP $39.99

Thomas Keneally has been 
observing, reflecting on 
and writing about Australia 
and the human condition 
for well over fifty years. 
In this deeply personal, 

passionately drawn and richly tuned collection he 
draws on a lifetime of engagement with the great 
issues of our recent history and his own moments 
of discovery and understanding. 

IT WASN’T MEANT 
TO BE LIKE THIS
Lisa Wilkinson
Hardback RRP $45.00
 

The long-awaited 
autobiography from 
one of Australia’s most 
popular, much-loved and 
enduring media stars, 
Lisa Wilkinson. 

This story, of how a young girl from Campbelltown 
came to be such a force in Australian 
cultural life, is honest, warm, funny, 
engaging - and powerfully inspirational.

CIAO BELLA!                                                 
Kate Langbroek 
Paperback RRP $32.99

4 November release,  
advance orders welcome

Kate Langbroek’s 
deliciously funny, 
irreverent and inspiring 
memoir about moving to 
Bologna with her family 

to seek la dolce vita is a glorious reminder of what 
we can learn from the Italians about living life to 
the full – and what really matters when the world 
goes to hell in a handbasket.

HOME TRUTHS
David Williamson
Hardback RRP $49.99

The revealing and 
candid memoir of 
Australia’s legendary 
playwright and 
screenwriter David 
Williamson explores 
the life of the writer 
and the true stories 

and real lives that inspired his works.  
Fearless, candid and witty, Williamson also 
writes about the plethora of odd, interesting, 
caustic and brilliant.
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NEW FICTION

Purchase a copy of Cloud  

Cuckoo Land by Anthony Doerr  

or Crossroads by Jonathan  

Franzen for your chance to  

WIN 1 of 5 4th Estate packs containing 

a selection of their critically-acclaimed 

fiction. For details go to  

www.indies.com.au/competitions

win

SILVERVIEW
John le Carré
Paperback RRP $32.99 
 

Silverview is the 
mesmerising story 
of an encounter 
between innocence 
and experience and 
between public duty and 
private morals. In this 

last complete masterwork from the greatest 
chronicler of our age, John le Carré asks what 
you owe to your country when you no longer 
recognise it. 

THE BOOK OF FORM 
AND EMPTINESS
Ruth Ozeki
Paperback RRP $32.99

A book about grief, 
resilience, creativity and 
psychological difference. 
It is about the importance 
of reading, and an 
observation of the mess 

consumer culture has got us into. An affirmation of 
the power of community. It is funny, kind, 
wise, urgent and completely irresistible.

TODAY A WOMAN 
WENT MAD IN THE 
SUPERMARKET 
Hilma Wolitzer 
Paperback RRP $29.99

In this collection of stories, 
Hilma Wolitzer invites us 
inside the private world 
of domestic bliss, seen 
mostly through the lens of 

Paulie and Howard’s gloriously ordinary marriage. 
From hasty weddings to meddlesome neighbours, 
ex-wives who just won’t leave, to sleepless nights 
spent worrying about unanswered chainmail, 
Wolitzer captures the tensions, contradictions and 
unexpected detours of daily life with an acutely 
observant eye. 

THE SURVIVORS
Alex Schulman 
Paperback RRP $32.99

Three siblings. One 
disastrous, disputed 
summer… The Survivors is 
the tale of a family falling 
apart and a chronicle of 
a mind unravelling in the 
wake of a tragedy, both a 

coming-of-age novel and a reckoning with a deeply 
buried past. Written with singular elegance and the 
drive of a suspense novel, its ending will leave you 
marvelling at what the best fiction can achieve.

GO TELL THE BEES 
THAT I AM GONE
Diana Gabaldon
Paperback RRP $32.99

23 November release,  
advance orders welcome 

Jamie Fraser and Claire 
Randall were torn apart 
by the Jacobite Rising 
of 1745, and it took 

them twenty years to find each other again. 
Now the American Revolution threatens to do 
the same. And Claire wonders how much of the 
blood to be spilt will belong to those she loves.

PERMAFROST
S J Norman
Paperback RRP $29.99

Written by First 
Nations visual and 
performance artist 
a SJ Norman, this 
collection of eerie, 
unforgettable stories 
has been hailed as the 
Australian literary debut 

of 2021. Exploring desire, loss and longing, 
from small-town Australia to Hokkaido to rural 
England, Permafrost unsettles, transports and 
impresses in equal measure.

BODIES OF LIGHT
Jennifer Down
Paperback RRP $32.99

This epic novel from 
the two-time Sydney 
Morning Herald Young 
Novelist of the Year is a 
masterwork of tragedy 
and heartbreak—the 
story of a life in full. 

Sublimely wrought in devastating detail, Bodies 
of Light confirms Jennifer Down as one of the 
writers defining her generation.

THE PRINCE OF THE 
SKIES 
Antonio Iturbe
Paperback RRP $32.99

From the bestselling 
author of The Librarian 
of Auschwitz comes 
another captivating 
historical novel based 
on a true story – the 

extraordinary life and mysterious death of 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, author of The Little 
Prince. The Prince of the Skies is a novel 
about love and friendship, war and heroism and 
the power of the written word.

CLOUD CUCKOO 
LAND
Anthony Doerr 
Paperback 
RRP $32.99

From the Pulitzer 
Prize-winning 
author of All 
the Light We 
Cannot See 
comes a triumph 
of imagination, a 

soaring story of resilience, hope – and a book.
Anthony Doerr has created a tapestry of 
times and places that reflects our own vast 
interconnectedness – with those who lived 
before us and those who will be here after 
we’re gone. Cloud Cuckoo Land is a beautiful 
and redemptive novel about stewardship – of 
the book, of the Earth, of the human heart.

CROSSROADS
Jonathan 
Franzen 
Paperback  
RRP $32.99

Set in a historical 
moment of moral 
crisis, Crossroads 
is a sweeping 
investigation 
of human 
mythologies, as 

the Hildebrandt family navigate the political 
and social crosscurrents of the past fifty 
years. Jonathan Franzen’s gift for melding 
the small picture and the big picture has 
never been more dazzlingly evident.

SEVEN AND  
A HALF
Christos Tsiolkas
Paperback 
RRP $32.99

‘Art is not only 
about rage and 
justice and politics. 
It is also about 
pleasure and joy; 
it is also about 

beauty… In a time of rage and confusion, I 
wanted to write about beauty.’ - Christos Tsiolkas.
A breathtakingly audacious novel by the 
acclaimed author of The Slap and Damascus 
about finding joy and beauty in a raging and 
punitive world, about the refractions of memory 
and time and, most subversive of  
all, about the mystery of art and  
its creation.
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SUMMER READS

Enter now for your chance to WIN a  
set of Michelle de Kretser novels, 
including the Miles Franklin Award-
winning, The Life to Come. For details  
go to www.indies.com.au/competitions

win

WILD ABANDON
Emily Bitto
Paperback  RRP $32.99 

The lyrical and devastating 
new novel from the Stella 
Prize-winning author of 
The Strays, Wild Abandon 
offers us startling and 
profound visions of the 
world and our place in it. 

‘Thrilling and heartbreaking by turns-a glorious 
novel.’ Michelle de Kretser.

HARLEM SHUFFLE
Colson Whitehead
Paperback RRP $32.99

From two-time Pulitzer 
Prize-winning author 
Colson Whitehead, a 
gloriously entertaining 
novel of heists, 
shakedowns and 

rip-offs set in Harlem in the 1960s. It’s a 
family saga masquerading as a crime novel, 
a hilarious morality play, a social novel about 
race and power, and ultimately a love letter to 
Harlem.

THE SWIFT AND  
THE HARRIER
Minette Walters 
Paperback RRP $32.99

The Swift and the Harrier 
is a sweeping tale of 
adventure and loss, 
sacrifice and love, with a 
unique and unforgettable 
heroine at its heart. An 

unforgettable novel of England’s Civil War, from 
the bestselling author of The Last Hours and The 
Turn of Midnight.

THE LOST 
APOTHECARY 
Sarah Penner
Hardback RRP $39.99
30 November release,  
advance orders welcome 

Hidden in the depths 
of eighteenth-century 
London, a secret 
apothecary shop caters 

to an unusual kind of clientele. With crackling 
suspense, unforgettable characters and searing 
insight, The Lost Apothecary is an intoxicating 
debut novel of secrets, vengeance and the 
remarkable ways women can save each other.

PLUM
Brendan Cowell
Paperback RRP $32.99

Peter ‘The Plum’ Lum is 
a 49-year-old ex-star NRL 
player. According to his 
neurologist, Plum has to 
make some changes or it’s 
dementia, or even death. 
From award-winning 

writer, director and actor, Brendan Cowell,  
Plum has a roaring energy, a raucous 
humour, a heart of gold and a poetic soul.

LOVE & VIRTUE
Diana Reid
Paperback RRP $32.99

Michaela and Eve are two 
bright, bold women who 
befriend each other their 
first year at a residential 
college at university. 
They could not be more 

different; one assured and popular – the other 
uncertain and eager-to-please. But something 
happens one night – a drunken encounter, a 
foggy memory that will force them to confront the 
realities of consent and wrestle with the dynamics 

APPLES NEVER FALL
Liane Moriarty
Paperback RRP $32.99

 
From the outside, the 
Delaneys appear to be an 
enviably contented family. 
Former tennis coaches Joy 
and Stan are still winning 
tournaments, and now 

they’ve sold the family business they have all the 
time in the world to ‘relax’. But now Joy Delaney 
has disappeared and her four adult 
children are re-examing their family  
with fresh, frightened eyes.

THE YOUNGER WIFE
Sally Hepworth
Paperback RRP $32.99

From the New York Times 
bestselling author of The 
Good Sister and The 
Mother-in-Law comes a 
new novel of family drama, 
with old wounds and 

long-buried secrets finally forced to the surface. 
‘Smart, suspenseful, brimming with 
secrets. This is Sally Hepworth at her 
unputdownable best.’ - Kate Morton 

DEVOTION
Hannah Kent
Paperback  
RRP $32.99

Hanne Nussbaum 
is a wild child, 
friendless and 
considered an 
oddity... until she 
meets Thea.
The Nussbaums 

are forced to flee religious persecution aboard 
a crowded, disease-riddled ship bound for 
the new colony of South Australia. In the face 
of brutal hardship, the beauty of whale song 
enters Hanne’s heart, along with the miracle of 
her love for Thea. Theirs is a bond that nothing 
can break. God, society and nature itself 
decree Hanne and Thea cannot be 
together. But within the impossible...
is devotion.

THE LAST 
WOMAN IN  
THE WORLD
Inga Simpson
Paperback  
RRP $32.99

Fear has led Rachel 
to a reclusive life 
on the land. Until 
one night there’s a 
hammering on the 
door. There stands 

a mother, Hannah, with a sick baby. They  
are running for their lives from a mysterious 
death sweeping the Australian countryside. 
Now Rachel must face her worst fears: 
should she take up the fight to help these 
strangers survive in a society she has 
rejected for so long? 
From the critically acclaimed author of Mr Wigg 
and Nest, The Last Woman in the World looks 
at how we treat our world and each other - and 
what it is that might ultimately redeem us.

SCARY 
MONSTERS
Michelle  
de Kretser 
Paperback  
RRP $32.99
 

When my family 
emigrated it felt as if 
we’d been stood on 
our heads. 
Three scary monsters - 
racism, misogyny and 

ageism - roam through this mesmerising novel. 
Its reversible format enacts the disorientation 
that migrants experience when changing 
countries changes the story of their lives. With this 
suspenseful, funny and profound book, Michelle 
de Kretser has made something thrilling and new.
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CRIME AND THRILLERS

Enter now for your chance to WIN a set of 
Christian White thrillers. For details go to  
www.indies.com.au/competitions

win

WILD PLACE
Christian White
Paperback RRP $32.99

In the summer of 
1989, a local teen 
goes missing from 
the idyllic Australian 
suburb of Camp Hill. 
Wild Place peels back 
the layers of suburbia, 

exposing what’s hidden underneath – guilt, 
desperation, violence – and attempts to answer 
the question: why do good people do bad things? 

THE DARK HOURS
Michael Connelly
Paperback RRP $32.99

9 November release, 
advance orders welcome

LAPD Detectives 
Renee Ballard and 
Harry Bosch team up 
in the pursuit of justice. 
But they cannot relax 

their guard as the brutal predators they track 
won’t hesitate to kill to keep their secrets 
hidden. An unstoppable, nail-biting thriller from 
bestselling author Michael Connelly.

THE STONING
Peter Papathanasiou
Paperback RRP $29.99

A small outback town 
wakes to a savage murder. 
Everyone is a suspect in 
this tautly written novel 
that explores the nature 
of prejudice and keeps 
the reader guessing to 
the last. The Stoning is 

an atmospheric page-turner, a brilliant crime novel 
with superb characters, but also a nuanced and 
penetrating insight into the heart of a country intent 
on gambling with its soul. 

WRITING IN  
THE SAND
Matt Garrick
Hardback RRP $45.00

The epic story of legendary 
band Yothu Yindi and 
‘Treaty’, the song that 
gave voice to a movement.  
Funny, poetic, heartfelt, 
and steeped in the sights, 
smells and unique rhythms 

of East Arnhem Land, Writing in the Sand is a 
must-read for anyone who cares about Australian 
music, Aboriginal culture and politics.

THE WAY  
IT IS NOW
Garry Disher
Paperback RRP $32.99

Who shall inherit the 
sins of the father?  
The Way It Is Now 
is the enthralling 
new novel from 
Garry Disher, one of 

Australia’s most loved and celebrated crime 
writers. ‘Disher is the gold standard for rural 
noir.’ - Chris Hammer.

THE SHADOW HOUSE
Anna Downes
Paperback RRP $32.99 

The Shadow House is bolt 
of accumulated tension and 
follows a single mum of 
two who leaves an abusive 
relationship and seeks 
sanctuary in an eco-village 
in rural New South Wales. 

From international bestseller Anna Downes, The 
Shadow House lures you in and keeps you on edge 
at every turn.

CANTICLE CREEK
Adrian Hyland
Paperback RRP $32.99

1 December release,  
advance orders welcome 

Two bodies. One long hot 
summer. A town that will 
never be the same. From 
the Ned Kelly Award-
winning author Adrian 

Hyland comes a twisty crime thriller set in small 
town Australia perfect for readers of The Dry and 
Scrublands.

MY LIFE IN DIRE 
STRAITS
John Illsley
Paperback RRP $35.00
16 November release,  
advance orders welcome

In My Life in Dire Straits, 
John Illsley - founder 
member, bassist and 
mainstay - evokes the spirit 
of the times and tells the 

story of one of the great live acts of rock history. 
Told with searching honesty, soulful reflection  
and wry humour, this is the first and only account  
of that incredible story. Includes a foreword by  
Mark Knopfler.

TREASURE  
AND DIRT
Chris Hammer
Paperback 
RRP $32.99

In the desolate 
outback town 
of Finnigans 
Gap, police 
struggle to 
maintain law and 
order. When the 

body of an opal miner is found. Sydney 
homicide detective Ivan Lucic is sent to 
investigate, assisted by inexperienced 
young investigator Nell Buchanan. 
As they work to find the killer, more secrets 
are uncovered and the more harrowing the 
mystery becomes, as events from years ago 
take on a startling new significance. For in 
Finnigans Gap, opals, bodies and secrets 
don’t stay buried forever. A superb standalone 
thriller from the acclaimed and award-
winning author of the international bestsellers 
Scrublands, Silver and Trust. 

KILL YOUR 
BROTHER
Jack Heath
Paperback RRP $29.99 

30 November release,  
advance orders welcome

What would you do
when faced with an 
impossible choice? A 
twisted roller-coaster 

of action and suspense from the acclaimed 
bestselling author of Hangman. ‘Pure twist from 
start to finish’ - Sarah Bailey

THE STORYTELLER
Dave Grohl
Hardback  
RRP $45.00

‘So, I’ve written a 
book. This certainly 
doesn’t mean that 
I’m quitting my day 
job, but it does give 
me a place to shed 
a little light on what 

it’s like to be a kid from Springfield, Virginia, 
walking through life while living out the crazy 
dreams I had as young musician.’ 
The long-awaited autobiography of the 
legendary Nirvana and Foo Fighters rock  
star, Dave Grohl.

LIVES OF MUSIC ICONS



TRUE LIFE STORIES

THE NAZIS  
KNEW MY NAME
Magda Hellinger
Paperback RRP $32.99

The extraordinarily 
moving memoir by 
Australian Slovakian 
Holocaust survivor Magda 
Hellinger, who saved an 
untold number of lives 

at Auschwitz through everyday acts of courage, 
kindness and ingenuity. Based on Magda’s 
personal account and completed by her daughter 
Maya’s extensive research, including testimonies 
from fellow Auschwitz survivors.

THIS MUCH IS TRUE
Miriam Margoyles
Hardback RRP $49.95

Miriam Margolyes is 
Britain’s favourite (and 
naughtiest) treasure. 
Now, at the age of 80, 
she has finally decided 
to tell her extraordinary 
life story - and it’s well 

worth the wait. This Much Is True is as warm 
and honest, as full of life and surprises, as its 
inimitable author.

A FAREWELL TO 
GABO AND MERCEDES
Rodrigo Garcia
Hardback RRP $29.99

The son of one of the 
greatest writers of our 
time—Nobel Prize winner 
Gabriel García Márquez— 
Rodrigo Garcia celebrates 
the formidable legacy of 
his parents in this tender 

memoir. Bittersweet and insightful, surprising 
and powerful it is an unprecedented look at the 
private life of a literary giant.

MY ADVENTUROUS 
LIFE
Dick Smith
Hardback RRP $39.99

Entrepreneur, adventurer, 
philanthropist...Australian 
icon Dick Smith shares 
his extraordinary life story 
for the first time. In My 
Adventurous Life, Dick 

shares his story and the lessons he’s learned about 
staying true to yourself. He has welcomed the 
freedoms that wealth brings, but has found the 
simple life more fulfilling. His responsibility is to the 
world and the people we share it with.

BOURDAIN: IN STORIES
Edited by Laurie Woolever
Paperback RRP $29.99

When Anthony Bourdain 
died in 2018, fans around 
the globe came together 
to celebrate the life of an 
inimitable man who had 
dedicated his life to traveling 
nearly everywhere (and 
eating nearly everything), 

shedding light on the lives and stories of others. Now, 
for the first time, we have been granted a look into 
Bourdain’s life through the stories and recollections of 
his closest friends and colleagues. 

SEEKING ASYLUM
ASRC
Hardback RRP $39.99
27 November release,  
advance orders welcome

A beautiful full colour 
hardback capturing the 
stories of those who have 
lived the experience of 

seeking asylum. There are stories of love, pain, 
injustice, achievement and everything in between. 
Accompanied by beautiful portrait photographs, they 
show the depth and diversity of people’s experience 
and trace the impact of Australia’s immigration policies. 
The proceeds from Seeking Asylum: Our Stories are 
donated to the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre.

PUTTING THE  
RABBIT IN THE HAT
Brian Cox
Paperback RRP $34.99

The long-awaited memoir by 
movie and theatre legend, 
Brian Cox. This is a rags-to-
riches life story like no other 
- a seminal autobiography 
that both captures Cox’s 
distinctive voice and his very 

soul. Rich in emotion and meaning, with plenty of 
laughs along the way.

THE DEVIL’S WORK
Garry Linell
Paperback RRP $34.99

Born bad or simply 
mad? It’s time to meet 
Frederick Deeming 
- murderer, swindler, 
bigamist and suspect 
in the Jack the Ripper 
killings. The Devil’s 
Work is a gothic journey 

into the twisted mind of a serial killer, set in the 
dying years of the 19th century.

WINDSWEPT & 
INTERESTING
Billy Connolly
Hardback  
RRP $49.99

 
‘It’s the first time 
I’ve done this. 
Other people 
have written 
about me - or for 
me - but this time 
it’s just my own 

life in  my own words’ 
In his first full-length autobiography, comedy 
legend Billy Connolly reveals the truth 
behind his windswept and interesting life. It 
is joyfully funny - stuffed full of hard-earned 
wisdom as well as countless digressions 
on fishing, farting and the joys of dancing 
naked. It is an unforgettable, life-affirming 
story of a true comedy legend.

A CARNIVAL OF 
SNACKERY
David Sedaris
Paperback  
RRP $34.99

There’s no right 
way to keep 
a diary, but 
if there’s an 
entertaining way, 
David Sedaris 
seems to have 
mastered it. 

Picking up where Theft by Finding left us, 
A Carnival of Snackery continues David 
Sedaris’s wickedly funny, sometimes bizarre 
and often poignant diaries. The entries 
reflect an ever-changing background. A 
Carnival of Snackery is a sort of sampler: 
the bitter and the sweet. Some entries are 
just what you wanted. Others you might 
want to spit discreetly into a napkin. 

WILL
Will Smith & 
Mark Manson
Paperback 
RRP $35.00

9 November release, 
advance orders welcome

One of the most 
dynamic and 
globally recognized 
entertainment 

forces of our time opens up fully about his life, 
in a brave and inspiring book that traces his 
learning curve to a place where outer success, 
inner happiness, and human connection are 
aligned. Along the way, Will tells the story in 
full of one of the most amazing rides through 
the worlds of music and film that anyone has 
ever had. 
This memoir is the product of a profound 
journey of self-knowledge, written with  
the help of Mark Manson, author of the The 
Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck.

This catalogue is printed on paper which is proudly FSC® Certified, ensuring that it is sourced using responsible and sustainable forestry practices. In addition, the 
paper manufactured with elemental chlorine free pulps and is acid free. Full ‘cradle to grave’ LCA completed according to international standards. This Catalogue 
is produced in accordance with the environment ISO 14001 Standard.
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Lovely Picture Books

Enter now for your chance to 
WIN a set of all 3 Our Place 
books. For details go to 
indies.com.au/competitions

Enter now for your chance to WIN  
1 of 3 Claris activity packs. For details go  
to www.indies.com.au/competitions

Enter now for your chance  
to WIN a The Questioneers  
Picture Book Collection.  
For details go to www.indies.
com.au/competitions
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MESSAGE FROM AUTHOR  

ZANA FRAILLON
The Curiosities started as a book about 

my family’s experience with Tourette’s 

syndrome, but it has become so much 

more! Through the writing process, I 

realised just how universal the themes really 

are, and it became a story not just about 

Tourette’s, but about diversity and difference 

in all its forms. It became a book about 

celebration and pride in being yourself. I 

hope The Curiosities can encourage us all 

to recognise the snippets of wonder, the 

oddments, the possibles, and the curiosities 

that exist in all of our lives.

win

win

TOMORROW IS A 
BRAND-NEW DAY
Davina Bell  
Allison Colpoys
Hardback RRP $24.99
9 November release, 
advance orders welcome 

From the creators of All 
the Ways To Be Smart 
comes a message of 

hope: hard days come and go, but love is with us 
always. A healing and uplifting tribute to learning 
and growing — to making mistakes and making 
amends. Age: 5+

SOMEBODY’S LAND: 
WELCOME TO OUR 
COUNTRY
Adam Goodes,  
Ellie Laing &  
David Hardy (Illus)
Hardback RRP $24.99

Somebody’s Land is an  
invitation to connect with First Nations culture, to 
acknowledge the hurt of the past, and to join together as  
one community with a precious shared history as old 
as time. An accessible picture book for young children 
by Australian of the Year Adam Goodes and Ellie Laing. 
Age: 4+

CLARIS PALACE PARTY
Megan Hess
Hardback RRP $24.99

Claris next adventure 
takes her to a great ball in 
a grand palace. But what 
happens when Claris gets 
lost in the Hall of Mirrors? 

She’ll need to help a new friend overcome their fears 
before they can find their way back to the ball! Age: 3+

I’M STICKING  
WITH YOU TOO
Smriti Halls
Hardback RRP $19.99
17 November release, 
advance orders welcome

A joyful tale 
about acceptance 
and belonging 
from the creators 
of international 

sensation, I’m Sticking with You! The perfect 
book for examining how, even if new friends 
might disrupt the rhythm at first, the sense of 
belonging that friendship can bring has the 
potential to make your heart sing! Age: 3+

SHARING
Aunty Fay Muir, Sue 
Lawson & Leanne 
Mulgo Watson (Illus)
Hardback 
RRP $24.99

When we share,  
there is plenty for all. 

A tender, thoughtful story with a gentle reminder 
of all the ways sharing makes us stronger. 
Sharing is the third book in the award-winning Our 
Place series that introduces children to First Nations 
philosophies that are dear to Aunty Fay’s heart. Age: 3+

AARON SLATER, 
ILLUSTRATOR
Andrea Beaty
Hardback RRP $24.99

Aaron loves listening to 
stories and dreams of 
one day writing them 
himself. But when 
it comes to reading, 

the letters just look like squiggles, and it soon 
becomes clear Aaron struggles more than his 
peers. This is an uplifting story about the power 
of art and finding your voice. Age: 5+ 

WALK OF THE WHALES
Nick Bland
Hardback RRP $24.99

When all of the whales in 
the ocean leave their home 
to walk around on land, 
people don’t quite know 
what to think. That is, until, 

a smart little girl decides to ask the whales what 
everyone can do to help. 
A powerful and entertaining story about the 
environment from best-selling author, Nick Bland. 
Age: 3+ 

AWESOME 
EMU
Gregg Dreise
Hardback
RRP $24.99

Way back, 
before once-

upon-a-time time, there was the Dreamtime, 
and during this period lived a very confident 
emu called Dinewah. He was tall, fast and 
colourful. Most animals thought he was a 
show-off, but he was too busy talking about 
himself to take any notice…  
A charming morality tale that reminds us to be 
humble about our successes. Age: 3+

THE BOY 
AND THE 
ELEPHANT
Freya 
Blackwood
Hardback  
RRP $24.99

The boy lives 
in a city, where 
everything is 
fast and loud. 
But amidst the 

bustle and the noise, the boy has a secret... 
In the overgrown lot next to his apartment 
building, deep within the green, he has a friend. 
But one day progress arrives, bringing with it 
plans for something new, and the boy must find 
a way to save his friend before it’s too late... 
From award-winning storyteller Freya 
Blackwood comes a magical and tender 
wordless picture book about the world we live  
in and our ability to change it. Age:3+ 

THE 
CURIOSITIES
Zana Fraillon
Hardback  
RRP $26.99

With the 
Curiosities, a 
whole world of 
wonders and 

possibles awaits...
Miro wakes one morning to find the world 
isn’t quite the way he thought it was. When 
the Curiosities choose Miro as the one they 
nest on, Miro is led to discover all the marvels 
waiting in the shadows where no-one else 
looks. Sometimes though, the Curiosities 
can make Miro feel alone and invisible in the 
darkness. But perhaps Miro isn’t as alone as 
he thinks... 
A beautiful celebration of disability, diversity 
and pride in who you are, from one of 
Australia’s most loved and awarded writers 
for children. Age: 5+
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STELLARPHANT
James Foley
Hardback  
RRP $24.99

Stella wants to 
be an astronaut. 
There is only one 
problem: Stella 

is an elephant. Every time she applies to Space 
Command, they come with a new reason she can’t 
join. But where there’s a will, there’s a way and 
Stella is determined to reach for the stars. Age: 3+

LITTLE NIC’S 
BIG WORLD
Nic Naitanui & 
Fatima Anaya 
(Illus)
Hardback  
RRP $19.99

It is the day of 
the big school 

fete! Little Nic and his mum have baked a cassava 
cake to share with everyone. But uh oh! Nic has his 
lost school bag with the cake in it. Will he find it in 
time for the big feast? Nic’s next adventure by AFL 
superstar Nic Naitanui. Age: 3+

WE FOUND  
A CAT
Heidi McKinnon
Hardback  
RRP $17.99

Look! We found 
a cat. It has 
whiskers and a 
long tail, it has 

to be a cat... doesn’t it? A fun and mishievous 
story about a new pet that is not quite as it 
first seems. From acclaimed author/illustrator 
Heidi McKinnon. Age: 3+

ROSIE THE 
RHINOCEROS
Jimmy Barnes &  
Matt Shanks (Illus)
Hardback RRP $19.99

Who is Rosie? Is she a 
fun-loving rhinoceros or 
is she a magical unicorn? 
Either way she’s perfect. 
From the award-winning 

author and rock legend Jimmy Barnes and critically 
acclaimed illustrator Matt Shanks comes a book 
about the joy of being yourself. Age: 3+

NONI THE  
PONY COUNTS 
TO A MILLION
Alison Lester
Hardback  
RRP $24.99

In Noni the Pony 
Counts to a Million, 

Noni the Pony has a lot of fun counting everything 
she sees on a happy summer’s day! Another delightful 
rhyming story by the award-winning children’s book 
creator Alison Lester. Age: 1+

LLAMAS IN 
PYJAMAS
Matt Cosgrove
Hardback RRP $17.99
1 December release,  
advance orders welcome

Book-loving Dharma 
the Llama is the best 
babysitter in town. But 

when she has to look after two unruly little llamas, 
will bedtime be a battle or a fairytale ending? Another 
delightfully funny picture book from Matt Cosgrove, 
celebratrating reading and filled with lovable and 
comincal illustrations. Age: 3+

THE ART IN 
ANIMALS: A 
NUMBERS AND 
WORDS TREASURY
Bronwyn Bancroft
Hardback RRP $29.99
1 December release,  
advance orders welcome

In this collection of 
four beautiful books, 

Bronwyn Bancroft pairs numbers and words with  
the remarkably unique animals of Australia.  
From seven turtles plodding to twelve emus running, 
this treasury is a celebration of country that is 
perfect for young Australians. Age: 3+

BOSS OF YOUR  
OWN BODY
Byll & Beth Stephen,
Teeny Tiny Stevies &
Simon Howe (Illus)
Hardback RRP $19.99
1 December release,  
advance orders welcome

You’re not the boss of 
many things because you’re little and still learning. 
You’re not the boss of anyone else, you’ve got to  
let them be themselves. But you ARE the boss of  
one thing… 
From the critically acclaimed ABC TV musical 
stars,Teeny Tiny Stevies, comes a book to empower 
young kids. Age: 3+

BENEATH THE 
STARS
Ezekiel 
Kwaymullina & 
Sally Morgan
Board Books in 
Slipcase RRP $39.99

Beneath the Stars 
is a bundle of best-selling titles We All Sleep 
and My Country, as well as a brand new 
board book, Dreamers. This collection from 
acclaimed mother-and-son-team Sally Morgan 
and Ezekiel Kwaymullina takes readers on a 
journey and lends itself to interactive reading 
aloud with play-acting or actions. Age: 0+

BIG LOVE
Megan 
Jacobson
Hardback 
RRP $25.99

This is the 
house. It’s 
very big! But 
it’s not as 
big as my 
love for you. 

No matter how different our families may 
be, the one thing we all have in common is 
love. The evocative text and vibrant artwork 
explore the boundless love of a parent, 
comparing the scope of the familiar and  
the great unknown to the love they have for 
their child. Age: 2+

BLUEY: 
SLEEPYTIME 
BLUEY
Hardback 
RRP $24.99 

It’s sleepytime 
at the Heeler 

house. Come on a dream-filled adventure 
with Bingo and Bluey. Age: 2+

BLUEY: 
CAMPING
Hardback 
RRP $16.99
30 November

When Bluey 
is on a family 
camping trip, 

she meets a new friend, Jean Luc. Join them 
as they plant a tree, hunt a ‘wild pig’ and learn 
about the magic of friendship. Age: 2+



MESSAGE FROM AUTHOR  

FAVEL PARRETT

I wrote this book because Wandi’s story 

needs to be told. He proves there are 

pure Alpine dingoes in Victoria and they 

desperately need our protection. His arrival 

at Dingo Discovery Sanctuary gave us all 

the greatest hope for the future, and his 

media stardom has really helped get the 

message out there. I am hoping this book 

reaches a whole new audience that will fall 

in love with our Australian dingo, and will 

want to protect and save this incredible 

animal. Thank you for reading.
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Enter now for your chance to WIN a set  
of Leigh Hobb favourites. For details go  
to www.indies.com.au/competitions
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THE MAGIC OF 
MAGNOLIA MOON
Edwina Wyatt
Hardback RRP $19.99

For Magnolia Moon, magic 
is a way to solve problems. 
And when you’re starting 
a new class at school and 
your best friend doesn’t 
live across the road 

anymore, problems seem to come easily. A lyrical 
and imaginative tale from award-winning author 
Edwina Wyatt.  Age: 6+

THE BEATRYCE 
PROPHECY
Kate DiCamillo
Hardback RRP $24.99

The Beatryce Prophecy is 
a magical medieval tale – 
a fantastical meditation on 
fate, love and the power 
of words to spell the 
world. Twice winner of the 

Newbery Medal Kate DiCamillo and twice winner of 
the Caldecott Medal Sophie Blackall join forces for 
the first time in this stunning collaboration.  Age: 8+

ANIMAL TRAIN: WOLF 
GIRL, BOOK 6
Anh Do &  
Lachlan Creagh (Illus)
Paperback RRP $15.99 
30 November release,  
advance orders welcome 

Wolf Girl and her pack  
are back for another 
hackle-raising adventure! 
When Gwen and her dogs 

jump on a train bound for the mountains, they are 
surprised to find the carriages are full of weird 
and wonderful animals! With the help of new and 
old friends, Gwen is determined to give the wild 
creatures their freedom, even if it means risking her 
own... Age: 8+

WORST WEEK EVER! 
MONDAY 
Eva Amores &
Matt Cosgrove
Paperback RRP $15.99

Have you ever had 
a bad week? Justin 
Chase sure has and 
THIS is it! His mum has 
just married a vampire. 
His dad is driving a 

giant toilet on wheels. His cat has probably been 
abducted by aliens. A psychotic bully is making his 
first day at a new school miserable. And it’s only... 
MONDAY! Age: 8+ 

MARCIE GILL AND THE 
CARAVAN PARK CAT
Monica McInerney
Hardback RRP $19.99

Marcie Gill hasn’t had a 
great start to the Christmas 
holidays. But then something 
magical happens. Something 
that involves a Christmas 
competition, a black cat 

called George and a wishing stone. Marcie is about 
to discover that if you wish hard enough, 
dreams can come true.  Age: 9+

MY BROTHER BEN
Peter Carnavas
Paperback RRP $14.99

Luke and his big brother 
spend the summer on the 
banks of Cabbage Tree 
Creek. The boys couldn’t 
be more different but they 
share the same dream: 
winning a boat so they  

can explore the creek properly. My Brother Ben  
is a timeless story of birds and boats, and of 
brotherly love. Age: 8+

HORRIBLE 
HARRIET AND 
THE TERRIBLE 
TANTRUM
Leigh Hobbs
Hardback RRP $24.99

What’s green, has 
three eyes, and lives 
in a cage by Horrible 
Harriet’s bed?
And what happens 

when it goes missing...? 
From the incredible imagination of Leigh Hobbs 
comes an original character and an old friend, in 
Horrible Harriet’s wildest adventure yet. 

CLICK
Kayla Miller
Paperback RRP $17.99

Olive “clicks” with everyone 
in the fifth grade –until 
one day she doesn’t. Left 
stranded preparing for the 
school variety show, Olive 
wants to get in on the act 
... any act! For fans of 
Raina Telgemeier comes 

the first book in the New York Times best-selling 
graphic novel series about friendship and finding 
where you “click”. Age: 8+

WANDI
Favel Parrett
Hardback 
RRP $19.99

A young cub 
is snatched 
from his family 
and home by 
a giant eagle, 
then dropped, 
injured and 
alone, in a 
suburban 

garden.  This is where he meets his first 
Human, and begins his long journey to 
becoming the most famous dingo in the 
world. He will never see his mountain home 
again, or his family. But it is his destiny to 
save alpine dingoes from extinction, 
and he dreams of a time when all cubs like 
him can live in the wild in safety, instead 
of facing poison and bullets and hatred. 
A children’s literary classic-in-the-making 
from one of Australia’s most-loved 
authors. Age: 7+ 

RABBIT, 
SOLDIER, ANGEL, 
THIEF
Katrina 
Nannestad
Hardback 
RRP $19.99

Wood splinters and 
Mama screams  
and the nearest 
soldier seizes her 

roughly by the arms. My sister pokes her bruised 
face out from beneath the table and shouts,  
‘Run, Sasha! Run!’ So I run. I run like a rabbit. 
It’s spring, 1942. The sky is blue, the air is 
warm and sweet with the scent of flowers. And 
then everything is gone. The flowers, the proud 
geese, the pretty wooden houses, the friendly 
neighbours. Only Sasha remains. But one small 
boy, alone in war-torn Russia, cannot survive.  
One small boy without his home cannot survive. 
What that small boy needs is an army. 
From the award-winning author of We Are 
Wolves, Katrina Nannestad transports us to 
Russia and the Great Patriotic War. Into the life 
of Sasha, a soldier at only six years old, fighting 
the only way he can – with love.  
But is love enough when the world  
is at war? Age: 10+
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Fantastic Worlds

Enter now for your chance to WIN a full set  
of Kingdoms and Empires books. For details 
go to www.indies.com.au/competitions

Enter now for your chance to WIN a library  
of Rick Riordan adventures. For details  
go to www.indies.com.au/competitions
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DAUGHTER OF THE DEEP
Rick Riordan
Paperback RRP $22.99

Ana Dakkar is a freshman at 
Harding-Pencroft Academy, 
training centre for the 
best marine scientists and 
underwater explorers in the 
world. When Ana embarks on 
the sea trials that mark the 

end of her freshman year, her life as she knows it is 
blown out of the water. Age: 9+

UTTERLY DARK AND  
THE FACE OF THE DEEP
Phillip Reeve
Paperback RRP$17.99

Utterly Dark is a foundling, 
washed up on the shores of 
the Autumn Isles and taken in 
by the mysterious Watcher of 
Wildsea.  When her guardian 
disappears into the ocean, 

Utterly is thrust into the role of Watcher… can she 
keep the island safe? Mysteries lie beneath the 
ocean’s surface. Adventure beckons, 
and Utterly will unearth astonishing 
secrets.  Age: 8+

DELTORA QUEST 
ANNIVERSARY 
EDITION
Emily Rodda
Hardback RRP $39.99 

A special anniversary edition 
of the bestselling first series 
of Deltora Quest.  
Three companions—Leif, 
Barda and Jasmine—are 
on a perilous quest to find 

the seven lost gems of the Belt of Deltora. Only 
when the belt is complete will the evil Shadow 
Lord and his rule of tyranny be overcome. Age: 8+

HAPPILY EVER 
AFTERWARDS 
Shaun Micallef
Hardback RRP $29.99

A deliciously silly follow-
up to Shaun Micallef’s 
award-winning Tales 
from a Tall Forest. The 
Queen of Tancred and 
her royal retinue are 

on a mission: to ensure all the citizens of Tancred 
are happy. But that’s a lot harder than it sounds - 
especially when the Happiness Tour accidentally 
stumbles into the neighbouring region 
of Hamelin which has been overrun by 
rodents. Age: 7+

FIREBORN  
TWELVE AND THE 
FROZEN FOREST
Aisling Fowler
Paperback RRP $17.99 

Set in the snowy northern 
forests of an imagined 
prehistoric world, Twelve 
is a Huntling. She has 
given up her name to 

train fighting monsters and keeping the peace. 
But when a little girl is taken, Twelve is the only 
one interested in going after a child…  Age: 10+

HIS DARK MATERIALS: 
NORTHERN LIGHTS: 
THE ILLUSTRATED 
EDITION
Philip Pullman  
Hardback RRP $60.00

A stunning illustrated 
edition of this acclaimed 
book, with breathtaking art 

throughout by Chris Wormell. Lyra Belacqua and her 
animal daemon live half-wild and carefree among 
scholars of Jordan College, Oxford. The destiny that 
awaits her will take her to the frozen lands of the 
Arctic, where witch-clans reign and ice-bears fight. 
Her extraordinary journey will have immeasurable 
consequences far beyond her own world. Age: 10+

SEVEN 
WHEREWITHAL  
WAY
Samantha-Ellen 
Bound
Paperback RRP $17.99

Celeste is having the 
worst summer ever. 
Her parents are off 
on an adventure and 
she’s stuck at Gran’s 

house with her annoying little sister, Esme, 
and strict instructions to be responsible. Or, as 
Esme says, boring. So when their eccentric 
cousin Ferd crash-lands a flying bus in the yard, 
what choice does Celeste have but to follow 
Ferd back home to Seven Wherewithal Way?
Full of heart-in-your-mouth action, 
unforgettable characters and folklore-inspired 
magic that feels both fresh and familiar, Seven 
Wherewithal Way is the unputdownable first book 
in an epic portal fantasy series. Age: 8+

THE ASTONISHING 
CHRONICLES OF 
OSCAR FROM 
ELSEWHERE
Jaclyn Moriarty
Hardback RRP $22.99

The Astonishing 
Chronicles of Oscar 
from Elsewhere is the 
account of Monday 
through Friday of 

last week. That’s when Oscar found himself 
on a quest to unlock a spell that had trapped 
the Elven city of Dun-sorey-lo-vay-lo-hey. The 
quest was an urgent one. Friday at noon, the 
spell would become permanent, the Elves 
would be crushed to death and Oscar would be 
trapped in this magical world forever. 
Another enchanting tale in the whimsical world 
of the Kingdoms and Empires. Age: 10+

BIG SHOT: DIARY OF A 
WIMPY KID, BOOK 16
Jeff Kinney
Paperback RRP $14.99 
Age: 7+

RIDE THE WIND: 
SKYDRAGON, BOOK 3
Anh Do & James Hart (Illus)
Paperback RRP $15.99
Age: 8+

REAL PIGEONS SPY HIGH 
Andrew McDonald
Paperback RRP 14.99
17 November release 
Age: 6+

LEGENDS UNITE: RISE OF 
THE MYTHIX, BOOK 4
Anh Do & Chris Wahl (Illus)
Paperback RRP $15.99 
Age: 10+

A NEW KNIGHT: SAM KERR: 
KICKING GOALS, BOOK 2
Sam Kerr
Paperback RRP $14.99
1 December release 
Age: 7+
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ALIENS AND  
OTHER WORLDS
Lisa Harvey-Smith
Hardback RRP $29.99

Astrophysicist and 
best-selling author Lisa 
Harvey-Smith guides 
young Earthlings through 
our search for alien life. 
She considers where our 

best chances are to find any galactic neighbours; 
ponders whether they might already be living among 
us; and looks at what we might learn about aliens 
from life at Earth’s extremes. Age: 8+

THE HISTORY OF 
THE WORLD IN 100 
ANIMALS
Simon Barnes
Hardback RRP $35.00
4 November release,  
advance orders welcome

An exquisite edition of  
The History of the World in 

100 Animals by author and journalist Simon Barnes, 
adapted and abridged for younger readers, with superb 
illustrations by award-winning artist, Frann Preston-
Gannon, illustrator of I Am the Seed That Grew the 
Tree. This fact-filled guide is sure to inspire and 
delight animal lovers young and old. Age: 7+

THE BOOK OF  
CURIOUS BIRDS
Jennifer Cossins
Hardback RRP $26.99

Explore some of the 
world’s most curious 
birds in this beautifully 
illustrated guide from 
bestselling author and 
illustrator Jennifer 
Cossins. From their 

unusual appearance to their unique behaviour, they  
really are one of the most fascinating species in the 
animal kingdom. Age: 7+  

BUG ATLAS
Joe Fullman
Hardback  
RRP $29.99
12 November release,  
advance orders welcome

The Bug Atlas 
focuses on the magical miniature world of 
creepy crawlies. Continent by continent, 
we take a tour around the globe to uncover 
fascinating bugs that live around, alongside - 
and often even on - us. We use fold-out maps 
and gatefolds to reveal the critters wonderful, 
and sometimes very weird, mini lives. Age: 9+

SUPERPOWER
Philip Bunting
Hardback RRP $24.99

Have you ever thought 
about energy – the stuff 
that lights up our lives 
and powers our wonderful 
world? Renowned picture 
book creator Philip Bunting 
takes an entertaining and 

enlightening look at the various ways we use energy 
to power the world around us. Age: 3+

ALICE’S FOOD A-Z
Alice Zaslavsky
Paperback RRP $24.99

Alice Zaslavsky has 
been described as 
“Andy Griffiths meets 
Heston Blumenthal,” 
and this book brims with 
her trademark energy 

and enthusiasm for all things food. This book takes 
young foodies on an edible adventure; packed with 
delicious facts, clever cooking tips and kid-approved 
recipes. Age: 8+

ADAM GILCHRIST’S 
CHAMPIONS OF 
CRICKET 
Adam Gilchrist & 
Michael Weldon 
(Illus)
Hardback RRP $35.00

Celebrate the men and 
women hand-picked 
by the legendary Adam 

Gilchrist as some of the greatest team players the 
game has ever seen. Featuring anecdotes, stats, 
biographical information and brilliant illustrations by 
Michael Weldon, Champions of Cricket is the perfect 
gift for young cricketers everywhere. Age: 8+

THE DINOSAUR BOOK
Lonely Planet Kids
Hardback RRP $29.99

Travel across the world and back 
in time to meet the incredible 
creatures that once stalked 
our planet, including dinosaurs, 
flying reptiles and marine 
reptiles. We explore the most 

exciting dinosaurs and reveal their fascinating features 
through fun facts, illustrations and photography. Age: 9+

THE FIRST 
SCIENTISTS
Corey Tutt & 
Blak Douglas 
(Illus)
Hardback  
RRP $29.99  

The First 
Scientists from 
Corey Tutt of 
DeadlyScience, 
will nourish 

readers’ love of science and develop their respect 
for Indigenous knowledge at the same time. 
Have you ever wondered what the stars can 
tell us? Did you know the seasons can be 
predicted just by looking at subtle changes in 
nature? Maybe you have wondered about the 
origins of glue or if forensic science is possible 
without a crime scene investigation. 
Australia’s First peoples have the longest 
continuing culture on Earth and their innovation 
will amaze you as you leaf through the pages 
of this book, learning fascinating facts and 
discovering the answers to life’s questions. 
Vibrant illustrations by Blak Douglas bring the 
subjects to life, so you’ll never think about science 
as just people in lab coats ever again! Age: 7+

EXPLORE 
YOUR WORLD:  
WEIRDEST  
CREATURES IN 
TIME
Flannery Tim  
& Emma
Hardback 
RRP $34.99

Get ready to 
go on a journey 
through time 

with real-life explorer and scientist, Professor 
Tim Flannery. You’re about to meet the 
weirdest, wildest and most amazing animals that 
have ever lived – and died!
Each page is packed with vibrant illustrations 
and bursting with bizarre facts about the 
incredible creatures that once roamed the 
Earth – prepare to gasp, laugh and squirm in 
disgust! From the author of the best-selling 
Explore Your World: Weird, Wild, Amazing! 
and Explore Your World: Deep Dive into  
Deep Sea! Age: 7+
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For Kids Of All Ages

win

*Age guides are approximate. Ask for more personalised advice in store.

THE BOOK FOR 
HAPPY HEARTS
Maggie Hutchings & 
Jess Racklyeft (Illus)
Hardback RRP $35.00

This wondrous, uplifting 
and hope-filled treasury 
from Maggie Hutchings 
and Jess Racklyeft is 
packed with stories, 

poems and activities to inspire, cherish and share. 
A feast for the eyes and a balm for the soul, this is 
a book of joy that will fill your heart with happiness. 
Age: 3+

THE CHRISTMAS PIG
JK Rowling
Hardback RRP $39.99 

One boy and his toy 
are about to change 
everything...  
A heartwarming, page-
turning adventure about 
one child’s love for his 
most treasured thing, and 

how far he will go to find it. A tale for the whole 
family to fall in love with, from one of the world’s 
greatest storytellers. Age: 8+

MEDUSA 
Jessie Burton & 
Olivia Lomenech Gill
Paperback RRP $22.99

A dazzling feminist 
retelling of Greek 
myth from the 
bestsetlling author of 
The Miniturist. Filled 
with glorious full-
colour illustrations by 

award-winning Olivia Lomenech Gill. Illuminating 
the girl behind the legend, it brings alive 
Medusa for a new generation. Age: 10+

THE ILLUSTRATED 
ENCYCLOPAEDIA  
OF PECULIAR PAIRS 
IN NATURE
Sami Bayly
Hardback  RRP $32.99

 
Discover 60 of the most peculiar 
pairs in nature and learn how 
plant and animal species rely 
on each other for their survival. 
The Illustrated Encyclopaedia 

of Peculiar Pairs in Nature is another fresh take on the animal 
kingdom from bestselling author and illustrator, Sami Bayly. The 
perfect companion to The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Ugly Animals 
and The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Dangerous Animals. Age: 7+

THE 143-STOREY 
TREEHOUSE
Andy Griffiths & Terry 
Denton (Illus)
Paperback RRP $14.99 

Andy and Terry’s 
treehouse now has  
13 new storeys,  
including a word-o-matic 
(it knows every word in 

the whole world!); a recycling depot; a wrecking 
ball; a complaining room; a spooky graveyard 
(where it’s always midnight, even in the middle 
of the day); and a toffee apple orchard 
guarded by a kind scarecrow. Well, what 
are you waiting for? Come on up! Age: 8+

KALEIDOSCOPE
Brian Selznick
Hardback RRP $29.99 

In Kaleidoscope, the 
incomparable Brian 
Selznick presents the 
story of two people 
bound to each other 
through time and space, 
memory and dreams. 
Kaleidoscope is a feat of 

storytelling that illuminates how even the wildest 
tales can help us in the hardest times. Age:10+

HARRY POTTER:  
A MAGICAL YEAR
J.K. Rowling & Jim Kay
Hardback RRP $45.00

A Magical Year takes 
readers on an unforgettable 
journey through the seasons 
at Hogwarts. Jim Kay’s 
incredible illustrations, 

paired with much loved quotations from J.K. Rowling’s 
Harry Potter novels, bring to life all of the magic, 
beauty and wonder of the wizarding world. Each 
day features a favourite anniversary or meaningful 
memory from the Harry Potter novels. Age: 7+ 

PONY
R. J. Palacio
Hardback RRP $26.99 

When Silas Bird wakes in the dead of night, 
he watches powerlessly as three strangers 
take his father away. Silas is left shaken, 
scared and alone, except for the presence of 
his companion, Mittenwoo…  who happens 
to be a ghost. But then a mysterious pony 
shows up at his door, and Silas knows 
what he has to do. So begins a perilous 
journey to find his father - a journey that will 
connect him with his past, his future, and the 
unknowable world around him. Age: 9+

DRAGON SKIN
Karen Foxlee
Hardback  RRP $19.99

How to save a dragon: 
1) Assemble equipment. Water, Weet-Bix, 
sugar, syringe, sticky tape, scissors.
2) Believe in everything. 
Pip never wants to go home. She likes to 
sit at the waterhole at dusk and remember 
Mika, her best friend. At home her mother’s 
not the same since her boyfriend moved 
in. They don’t laugh anymore and Pip has 
to go to bed early, turn off her light and 
pretend she doesn’t exist. When she finds 
a half-dead creature at the waterhole, 
everything changes. She knows she has 
to save this small dragon and return it to 
where it comes from. But how? 
Dragon Skin is story about surviving  
and saving those you love, by the  
multi-award-winning author of  
Lenny’s Book of Everything. 
Age:10+ 

Enter now for your chance to win 
the complete set. For details go to  
www.indies.com.au/competitions

 WIN a complete set of  
Illustrated Encyclopaedias 

by Sami Bayly
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IF NOT US
Mark Smith
Paperback RRP $19.99

If Not Us is Mark 
Smith’s first standalone 
YA novel following 
his hugely successful 
Winter trilogy. It’s 
another great story 
with an engaging and 
relatable protagonist, as 

well as an impassioned plea for climate-change 
action that will inspire and empower readers of 
all ages. Age: 14+ 

THE STORM OF 
ECHOES: THE MIRROR 
VISITOR, BOOK 4
Christelle Dabos (transl  
by Hildegarde Serle)
Paperback RRP $22.99

In this gripping finale 
to Christelle Dabos’s 
bestselling Mirror Visitor 
quartet, Ophelia and 
Thorn finally uncover the 

truth that might help them solve the chaos in their 
universe of the arks. Age: 14+

GREEN RISING
Lauren James
Paperback RRP $18.99

When legions of teenagers 
around the world develop 
“Greenfingers” power – the 
ability to grow plants from 
their skin - it becomes clear 
that to use their ability for 
good, they’ll need to learn to 
work together. But in a time 

of widespread corruption and greed, not everyone 
would like to see the Earth saved... Age: 13+

YOU’LL BE THE  
DEATH OF ME
Karen McManus
Paperback RRP $17.99

30 November release, 
advance orders welcome

Three friends with 
secrets to hide. One 
shocking murder.  
Will the truth ever come 

out? You’ll Be the Death of Me is the brand 
new pulse-pounding thriller from the bestselling 
author of One of Us Is Lying. Age: 14+

TERCIEL AND ELINOR
Garth Nix
Paperback RRP $24.99

Bestselling novelist Garth 
Nix returns to the Old 
Kingdom for the never-
before-told love story of 
Sabriel’s parents, Terciel 
and Elinor, and the charter 
magic that brought them 
together - and threatened 
to tear them apart. A long-

awaited prequel to a classic fantasy series. Age: 14+

ARISTOTLE AND 
DANTE DIVE INTO 
THE WATERS OF  
THE WORLD
Benjamin Alire Saenz
Paperback RRP $17.99

 
In Aristotle and Dante 
Discover the Secrets 
of the Universe, two 
boys fell in love. Now 

they must discover what it means to stay in love 
and build a relationship in a world that seems 
to challenge their very existence.The highly 
anticipated sequel to the beloved cult classic 
about family, friendship and first love, from award-
winning author Benjamin Alire Sáenz. Age: 14+

AURORA’S END: THE 
AURORA CYCLE 3
Amie Kaufman &  
Jay Kristoff
Paperback RRP $19.99

The thrilling finale to the 
international bestselling 
Aurora Cycle series sees 
the return of Squad 312 in 
an explosive battle across 
time and space.  

By the bestselling and award-winning authors 
Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff. Age: 14+

GILDED
Marissa Meyer
Paperback RRP $22.99

From the New York 
Times-bestselling author 
of the Lunar Chronicles 
series, comes Gilded and 
this haunting retelling of 
Rumpelstiltskin. Long ago, 
cursed by the god of lies, 

a poor miller’s daughter has developed a talent for 
spinning stories that are fantastical and  
spellbinding and entirely untrue. Or so  
everyone believes. Age: 14+ 

SELF/LESS 
AViVA
Paperback  
RRP $29.99

Seventeen-year-
old Teddy lives 
in the walled-in 
city Metropolis. 
Radical laws 
condemn all forms 
of self-expression 
and creativity, and 

the lives of the people are carefully constructed 
and controlled by the City Council. When Teddy 
finds out the truth behind one of the City’s biggest 
lies, she slips out into the darkness of the City 
after curfew. She is captured by a stranger and 
held prisoner in an old bomb shelter that lies 
beneath the City. Here, Teddy discovers that 
there is a world beneath Metropolis, a world 
where a growing web of clans are fighting to 
keep their humanity alive, and waiting 
for a leader to unite them and lead 
them back up into the light. Age: 12+

DARK RISE
C.S. Pacat
Paperback   
RRP $19.99 

The ancient world of 
magic is no more. 
The great battles 
between Light 
and Dark are long 
forgotten. Only the 
Stewards remember. 
For centuries they 

have kept vigil, sworn to protect humanity if the 
Dark King ever returns. 
Sixteen-year-old Will is on the run, pursued by the men 
who killed his mother. When he is urged to seek out the 
Stewards, Will is ushered into their secret world.
Now Will must stand with the last heroes of the 
Light to prevent the calamity that destroyed their 
world from returning to destroy his own. 
Dark Rise is the first book in a thrilling new YA fantasy 
series from bestselling author CS Pacat. Age: 13+

SOCIAL 
QUEUE
Kay Kerr
Paperback  
RRP $19.99

Zoe Kelly is 
starting a new 
phase of her life. 
High school was 
a mess of bullying 
and autistic 
masking that left 
her burnt out and 

shut down. Now, with an internship at a media 
company, she is ready to reinvent herself. But 
she didn’t count on returning to her awkward 
and all-too-recent high-school experiences for 
her first writing assignment. 
Social Queue is a funny and heart-warming 
autistic story about deciphering the confusing 
signals of attraction and navigating a path to 
love. Age: 14+
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NON FICTION

QANON AND ON
Van Badham
Paperback $32.99 
30 November release,  
advance orders welcome

In QAnon and On, 
Guardian columnist  
Van Badham delves 
headfirst into the QAnon 
conspiracy theory, 
unpicking the why, how 

and who behind this century’s most dangerous 
and far-fetched internet cult. Shocking and 
mesmerising in equal measure, this book will 
open our eyes to the dangers of partisan belief.

TIME FOR SOCIALISM
Thomas Piketty
Hardback RRP $34.95
16 November release,  
advance orders welcome

Over the past four 
years, world–renowned 
economist Thomas 
Piketty documented his 
observations on current 
events through a regular 

column in the French newspaper Le Monde.  
Time for Socialism is a collection of those articles, 
capturing the rise and fall of Trump, the drama of 
Brexit, Macron’s ascendance to the French presidency, 
the unfolding of a global pandemic, and more. 

LET GO
Hugh van Cuylenburg
Paperback RRP $34.99

30 November release
advance orders welcome

In this follow-up to the 
bestselling The Resilience 
Project, Hugh combines 
powerful insight with 
research and his own 

disarming and candid storytelling to show how it 
is possible to let go of the things that 
hold us back, and to feel connected, 
safe and happy once more.

IDEAS TO SAVE  
YOUR LIFE
Michael McGirr
Hardback RRP $34.99 

Michael McGirr shares 
his love of philosophy, 
focusing on the works 
of twenty-plus eminent 
thinkers across history. 
Ideas to Save Your Life 
is often funny, but it 

is always serious about the task of philosophy. 
It makes the impenetrable accessible, the 
indescribable palpable, and invites you to change 
how you see the world.

COUNTRY: FUTURE 
FIRE, FUTURE FARMING
Bill Gammage & 
Bruce Pascoe
Paperback RRP $21.99

For millennia, Indigenous 
Australians harvested this 
continent in ways that  
can offer contemporary  
environmental and economic 
solutions. Country: Future 

Fire, Future Farming highlights the consequences of 
ignoring this deep history and living in unsustainable 
ways. It details the remarkable agricultural and 
landcare techniques of First Nations peoples.

WHOLE NOTES
Ed Ayres
Paperback RRP $34.99

How can we pause long 
enough to repair ourselves? 
Ed Ayres shows us a way 
through music – listening, 
learning and being open to 
it. This book is an ode to 
music and a celebration  
of humanity’s  

greatest creation. It is not a call to arms  
but a call to instruments. 

MISSION
Noel Pearson
Hardback RRP $49.99
30 November release,  
advance orders welcome

Mission selects the best 
of Pearson’s work to 
date. There are indelible 
portraits of political 
leaders seen close 
up – Keating, Rudd, 

Whitlam, Turnbull and more. There is Pearson’s 
brilliant exploration of a Voice to Parliament, 
which led eventually to the Uluru Statement 
from the Heart. Mission traces a life of politics, 
ideas and inspiring words.

GUM: THE 
STORY OF 
EUCALYPTS 
AND THEIR 
CHAMPIONS
Ashley Hay
Paperback 
RRP $29.99

No matter where 
you look in 
Australia, you’re 
more than 
likely to see a 
eucalyptus tree. 

Scrawny or majestic, smooth as pearl or rough 
as a pub brawl, they have defined a continent 
for thousands of years, and they continue to 
shape our imagination. 
This new edition of Gum, from award-winning 
author Ashley Hay, is a powerful and lyrical 
exploration of these magical, mythical, 
medicinal trees, and the story of new worlds, 
curious people and big ideas. 

THE 
LUMINOUS 
SOLUTION
Charlotte Wood
Paperback  
RRP $32.99

In this essential, 
illuminating book, 
award-winning 
writer Charlotte 
Wood shares 
the insights she 
has gained over 
a career paying 

close attention to her own mind, to the world 
around her and to the way she and others work. 
Drawing on research and decades of observant 
conversation and immersive reading, Charlotte 
shares what artists can teach the  
rest of us about inspiration and hard work, 
how to pursue truth in art and life, and to find 
courage during the difficult times: facing down 
what we fear and keeping going when things 
seem hopeless.

MANIFESTO
Bernardine 
Evaristo
Hardback  
RRP $35.00

Bernardine 
Evaristo’s 2019 
Booker win - 
the first by a Black 
woman - was 
a revolutionary 
moment. 
Manifesto is the 

intimate and inspirational, no-holds-barred 
account of how she did it, refusing to let any 
barriers stand in her way. She charts her 
creative rebellion against the mainstream and 
her life-long commitment to the imaginative 
exploration of ‘untold’ stories. And drawing 
deeply on her own experiences, she offers 
a vital contribution to current conversations 
around social issues such as race, class, 
feminism, sexuality and aging. 

A FIRE INSIDE
Matthew Abbott
Hardback RRP $55.00

If this book is about the 
events of Australia’s 
Black Summer bush 
fires, it is also about the 
nature and resilience of 
the Australian people.  
The devastation was 
there for all to see.  

What was harder to capture was the way every 
Australian responded. A nation forged by fire and 
defined by help.
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THE WOMAN THEY 
COULD NOT SILENCE
Kate Moore
Paperback RRP $35.00

In 1848, Elizabeth 
Packard was a Victorian 
housewife and mother 
of six until her husband 
had her committed to 
an asylum.  Elizabeth 
embarked on a ceaseless 

quest for justice. It not only challenged  
the science of the day but ultimately 
led to a giant leap in human rights  
the world over.

GIRT NATION
David Hunt
Paperback RRP $34.99

From the best-selling 
author of Girt and 
True Girt, the saga of 
Australia continues 
with ... Girt Nation. 
David Hunt tramples 
the tall poppies 
of the past in 
charting Australia’s 

transformation from aspiration to nation – an epic 
tale of charlatans and costermongers, of bush 
bards and bushier beards, of workers and women 
who weren’t going to take it anymore.

EDITH BLAKE’S WAR
Krista Vane-Tempest
Paperback RRP $34.99

Edith Blake was the only 
Australian nurse killed in action 
during the First World War.  
On 26 February 1918, a 
British hospital ship was on 
route to the Western Front.  
On board was Australian 
nurse, Edith Blake. 

Unbeknown to the ship’s company, a German U-boat lurked 
in the waters below. Edith Blake’s War traces Edith’s story, 
from training in Sydney to her service in the Great War,  
and her tragic death in waters where Germany had 
promised the safe passage of hospital ships.

VANDEMONIANS
Janet McCalman
Paperback RRP $39.99

It was meant to be ‘Victoria 
the Free’, uncontaminated 
by the Convict Stain. Yet 
more than half of those 
transported to Van Diemen’s 
Land as convicts would one 
day settle or spend time 
in Victoria. From award-

winning author and historian Janet McCalman, this 
rich study of the lives of unwilling colonisers is an 
original and confronting new history of our convict 
past—the repressed history of colonial Victoria.

UNDERWATER 
WILD 
Craig Foster 
& Ross Frylinck
Hardback RRP $59.99

My Octopus Teacher has 
captivated millions who 
long to connect with the 

natural world. Now, with Underwater Wild, the divers 
behind the academy-award winning documentary 
reveal a new vision of the sea. Through awe 
inspiring full colour photographs you are immersed 
in the true wonder and teachings of the sea.

THE BOOK OF 
HOPE
Jane Goodall
Hardback RRP $35.00

A legendary 
conservationist. 
A lifetime spent 
fighting for nature. 
An indispensable 
message of hope. In 
The Book of Hope, 
Jane draws on the 

wisdom of a lifetime dedicated to nature to teach 
us how to find strength in the face of the climate 
crisis, and explains why she still has hope for the 
natural world and for humanity. The world needs 
a manifesto of hope now more than ever.

WHERE DID THE 
UNIVERSE COME 
FROM? AND OTHER 
COSMIC QUESTIONS
Chris Ferrie &  
Geraint F. Lewis
Hardback RRP $32.99

Do you ever look up to the 
stars and wonder about 
what is out there? A brief 

but fascinating exploration of the vastness of the 
universe that will have armchair physicists turning 
the pages until their biggest and smallest questions 
about the cosmos have been answered.

MATHS 101
Adam Spencer
Paperback RRP $35.00

1 December release,  
advance orders welcome

Adam Spencer’s Maths 101 
is the reassuring maths 
book companion for parents 
(and their children) tackling 

primary school level maths. If you’ve ever been challenged 
mathematically (and who hasn’t?), then Adam Spencer 
is here with this crucial refresher to help you confidently 
assist your kids learning maths for the first time. 

THE INCREDIBLE LIFE 
OF HUBERT WILKINS
Peter FitzSimons
Hardback RRP $49.99

 
Sir Hubert Wilkins is one 
of the most remarkable 
Australians who ever lived. 
Brave and bold, he became 
a polar expeditioner, a 
brilliant war photographer, 

a spy in the Soviet Union, a pioneering aviator-
navigator, a death-defying submariner - all while 
being an explorer and chronicler of the planet that 
would do Sir David Attenborough proud. 

AUSTRALIA & THE  
PACIFIC: A HISTORY
Ian Hoskins
Paperback RRP $39.99

Australia’s deep past and its 
modern history are
intrinsically linked to the Pacific. 
Award-winning author Ian 
Hoskins examines Australia’s 
relationship with the Pacific 
region; from our ties with 

Papua New Guinea and New Zealand to our complex 
connections with China, Japan and the United States.

CRIMES AGAINST 
NATURE
Jeff Sparrow
Paperback RRP $29.99

From the Walkley award-
winning journalist, writer, 
editor and broadcaster 
Jeff Sparrow.  In the era 
of climate strikes, viral 
outbreaks, and Extinction 

Rebellion, Crimes Against Nature presents an 
unexpected and optimistic environmental history — 
one that identifies ordinary people not as a collective 
problem but as a powerful force for change.

SIGNS AND WONDERS
Delia Falconer
Paperback RRP $32.99

The celebrated, Walkley 
Award-winning author on 
how global warming is 
changing not only our climate 
but our culture. Beautifully 
observed, brilliantly argued 
and deeply felt, these essays 

show that our emotions, our art, our relationships 
with the generations around us – all the delicate 
networks that make us who we are – have already 
been transformed.

NATURE AND SCIENCE
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A COOK’S BOOK
Nigel Slater
Hardback RRP $55.00

A Cook’s Book is the 
story of Nigel Slater’s 
life in the kitchen.  
From the first jam tart 
he made with his mum, 
through to the favourite 
recipes he cooks at 
home every day, this is 

the ultimate collection of Nigel Slater’s cooking, 
brimming with over 200 recipes.

LOW TOX LIFE FOOD
Alexx Stuart
Paperback RRP $36.99

A toolkit for answering 
the question ‘what 
should I eat for my health 
and for the planet?’ by 
the bestselling author of 
Low Tox Life. Packed 

with inspiration and stories from regenerative 
farmers, checklists for what to ask about the 
produce you buy, ways to afford better choices, 
as well as 80 recipes for budget-friendly, easily 
adaptable meals without waste.

HOMEGROWN
Paul West
Paperback RRP $44.99

Join River Cottage 
Australia host Paul 
West in his garden and 
kitchen as he shows you 
how to become that little 
bit more self-sufficient. 
Homegrown will give you 

the confidence and know-how you’ll need to grow, 
cook and preserve your way through the year. 
Includes loads of seasonal recipes, planting guides 
and activites for the garden.

THE CITY GARDENER
Richard Unsworth
Hardback RRP $49.99

The City Gardener 
explores twenty private 
gardens created by 
Richard Unsworth and his 
design practice, Garden 
Life. Ranging from 38 
to 1385 square metres, 

the gardens run the gamut of possibilities for 
revolutionising urban home life outdoors. Garden 
plans detailing layout and materials, as well as full 
planting lists, accompany each case study.

HOME
Stephanie Alexander
Hardback RRP $59.99

Home is a collection of 
more than 200 original 
recipes by Stephanie 
Alexander. Each recipe 
is a finely crafted tribute 
to her passions and 

preferences for produce and flavour, and each 
reflects her consummate skill in communicating the 
fundamentals of technique. The recipes - classic, 
masterful and delicious - will be cooked, shared and 
enjoyed for years to come. 

A YEAR OF SUNDAYS
Belinda Jeffrey
Hardback RRP $45.00

Join Belinda Jeffery for 
A Year of Sundays as 
she shares the recipes, 
musings and memories 
that inspire her cooking. 
A collection of Belinda’s 
much-adored and 

anticipated Sunday morning Instagram posts 
accompanied by beautiful recipes, A Year of 
Sundays is as much a conversation with a friend 
as it is a cookbook.

TONIGHT’S DINNER
Adam Liaw
Hardback RRP $45.00

Tonight’s Dinner brings us 
fresh, modern everyday 
food inspired by the 
expanding spread of 
dishes on Australian tables 
today. This essential recipe 

collection delivers nightly meal inspiration from 
Australia’s favourite cook, with a diverse list of 80 
easy, delicious recipes from SBS’s number one food 
show, The Cook Up. 

CHRISTINE 
MANFIELD’S INDIAN 
COOKING CLASS
Christine Manfield
Hardback RRP $59.99

4 November release,  
advance orders welcome

A step by step masterclass 
in Indian cooking from the 
internationally acclaimed 

chef, restaurateur and writer. Mastering the 
incredible array of spices and techniques applied 
in the Indian kitchen can seem a daunting task for 
the casual cook. In Indian Cooking Class you’ll find 
easy-to-follow and approachable recipes that will 
see you making curry pastes and blending flavours 
with absolute confidence.

EVERYTHING I 
LOVE TO COOK
Neil Perry
Hardback 
RRP $59.99

Sixteen years  
since the 
publication of 
Australian national 
treasure Neil 

Perry’s groundbreaking bible for home cooks, 
The Food I Love, comes a bookend to that 
masterwork: Everything I Love to Cook. Neil’s 
influence on the food culture of Australia and 
beyond has been profound: inspiring us to try 
new flavours, making simple food simply brilliant, 
and tirelessly supporting the producers who 
sustainably grow the food we love to eat. Now 
he revisits legendary dishes from his flagship 
restaurants and modern classics from his long-
running ‘Good Weekend’ column, as well as new 
favourites he - and we - can’t get enough of. 

WHERE THE 
RIVER BENDS
Jane & Jimmy 
Barnes
Hardback  
RRP $49.99

Jane and Jimmy 
Barnes invite 
you to their 
kitchen table 

to share heart-warming stories and favourite 
dishes ranging from nutritious breakfasts and 
healthy lunches through classic pastas and 
Thai curries to Sunday roasts and delectable 
desserts. Inspired by the food they love  
and the legendary feasts they host for family 
and friends, Where the River Bends features  
more than 70 recipes, accompanied by 
personal recollections and anecdotes and 
stunning photography.

OTTOLENGHI 
TEST 
KITCHEN: 
SHELF LOVE
Ottolenghi 
Hardback  
RRP $49.99

Relaxed, flexible 
home cooking 
from Yotam 
Ottolenghi and 

his superteam. Whether they’re conjuring up 
new recipes or cooking for themselves at 
home, the Ottolenghi Test Kitchen team 
do what we all do: they raid their kitchens. 
But then, they turn whatever they find into 
approachable creations with an ‘Ottolenghi’ twist. 
This book is all about feeding ourselves and 
our families with less stress and less fuss, but 
with all the ‘wow’ of an Ottolenghi meal. 
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PRINCIPLES  
OF STYLE 
Sarah Andrews
Hardback RRP $49.99

In Principles of Style, 
Sarah Andrews presents 
her unique take on 
teaching design, drawing 
on her experience of 
working in the industry 

and as a teacher in her school, which has reached 
cult status around the world. Principles of Style 
is a timeless learning tool for readers with Sarah 
revealing many of the ideas, tips and skills she has 
accumulated along the way.

WHERE THEY PURR
Paul Barbera
Hardback RRP $65.00

Where They Purr 
showcases twenty-eight 
inspirational houses along 
with the charismatic felines 
who call these places 
home. From a heritage-

listed Victorian terrace to a modern farmhouse, 
an art-filled inner-city warehouse to a cosy rental, 
discover each cat’s domain and their predilection 
for sunlit nooks, mid-century furniture or rooms 
with a view.

LIFE AT THE EDGE
Jo Turner
Hardback RRP $59.99

This book is a 
photographic celebration 
of Australian coastlines, 
rivers and waterways. 
Collaborating with 
photographers from 

around the country, Life at the Edge is a collection 
of expansive panoramas and detailed closeups 
showcasing all the textures and tenors of water  
in Australia. This is life at water’s edge.

ULTIMATE WEEKENDS 
AUSTRALIA
Emma Shaw
Paperback RRP $39.99

12 November release,  
advance orders welcome

Ultimate Weekends: 
Australia is your travel 

guide to the best weekend getaways across this 
continent. Featuring over 60 destinations from every 
state and territory, this guide offers recommendations 
on the best things to do in the morning, daytime 
and evening, so you can plan your own itinerary. 
Destinations include all capital cities, regional areas, 
unique escapes and even a few far-flung destinations 
like Lord Howe Island.

CHRISTIAN DIOR: THE 
ILLUSTRATED WORLD 
OF A FASHION ICON 
Megan Hess
Hardback RRP $39.99

Christian Dior: The 
Illustrated World of a 
Fashion Master is a 
stunning illustrated 
biography of legendary 

designer Christian Dior from internationally 
renowned fashion illustrator Megan Hess. This is 
a beautiful celebration of a man whose life was as 
remarkable as the clothes that he created.

THREE BIRDS 
RENOVATIONS:  
DREAM HOME
HOW-TO 
Bonnie Hindmarsh, Erin 
Cayless & Lana Taylor
Paperback RRP $39.99

Jaw-dropping home 
transformation advice and secrets from Three Birds 
Renovations. Jam-packed with reno goodness, this 
book is a visual feast overflowing with ideas and 
inspiration from Three Birds projects in glorious 
detail, including their most ambitious new build to 
date: a family home that channels an idyllic island 
getaway (year-round staycation, anyone?).

ARCHITECTURE AT THE 
HEART OF THE HOME
Jan Henderson  
& Dianna Snape
Hardback RRP $59.99

Architecture at the Heart 
of the Home is a survey 
of outstanding Australian 
residences that explores 

the role architecture can play in defining the heart 
of the home. It showcases those special places 
and features that make a residence unique. Not 
necessarily grand in scale all the projects reveal 
extraordinary settings.

UNDISCOVERED 
TASMANIA
Rochelle &  
Wally Dare
Paperback RRP $39.99
1 December release,  
advance orders welcome

Undiscovered Tasmania 
is your travel guide 

to the real Tasmania. Beyond the usual tourist 
attractions, this small island is brimming with 
special places to see and experience, and locals 
Rochelle and Wally Dare are here to let visitors 
in on their secrets. Featuring Rochelle’s stunning 
photography throughout, this guide will take you to 
those places that fly under the radar. 

COUNTRY 
DOGS ON 
DOORSTEPS
Suzanne 
Stevenson
Hardback  
RRP $39.99

Beloved family 
photographer 
Suzanne 
Stevenson 
returns with 

another stunning collection of irresistible dogs 
on doorsteps, this time against the backdrop 
of the Australian countryside. Country Dogs on 
Doorsteps introduces us to a flurry of new furry 
companions – along with some well-known 
owners and a stunning range of charming 
country abodes.

THROUGH THE CELLAR DOOR
Alison Weavers
Hardback RRP $70.00

Among almost 1,000 cellar doors situated 
across the many wine regions in Australia, 
the 40 projects featured in this book each 
demonstrate a uniqueness in their approach 
to their design visions, and serve to inform 
and illustrate the exciting new direction in 
Australian winery architecture. This book delves 
into how each wine destination and wine-
tasting experience has been enhanced, and 
winemakers, owners, architects and designers 
provide personal insights, perspectives and 
individual stories. 

TRAVELTHE TRAVEL 
BOOK
Lonely Planet
Hardback  
RRP $60.00

In this latest edition 
of The Travel Book 
each country 
features an all-new 
profile that includes 
details of when to 

visit, what to see and do, and how to learn more 
about the country’s culture from its film, music, 
food and drink. 
All brand new, incredible photography illustrates 
each country, depicting what life is like through 
shots that range from portraits of people, to 
beautiful landscapes and vibrant scenes of street 
life. Supported by colourful and detailed mapping, 
this premium hardback is sure to bring the world  
to life for a new generation of travellers. 
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MORE GREAT GIFTS

Enter now for your chance to WIN a pack of 
our favourite Murakami novels. For details go 
to www.indies.com.au/competitions

win

Also available The Complete 
Rules for Life, a two book bundle 
comprising 488 Rules for Life 
and More Rules for Life.
Set of Paperbacks RRP $29.99

BEST AUSTRALIAN 
POLITICAL CARTOONS 
2021
Russ Radcliffe
Paperback RRP $32.99

The year in politics as 
observed by Australia’s 
funniest and most 
perceptive political 

cartoonists. Featuring Dean Alston, Peter Broelman, 
Andrew Dyson, John Farmer, First Dog on the 
Moon, Matt Golding, Fiona Katauskas, Mark Knight, 
Jon Kudelka, Johannes Leak, Sean Leahy,  
Alan Moir, David Pope, David Rowe, John Spooner, 
Andrew Weldon, Cathy Wilcox, and more. 

NATURE 
PHOTOGRAPHER  
OF THE YEAR
Australian Geographic
Hardback RRP $34.99

Australasian Nature 
Photography: The 
year’s best wildlife and 
landscape photos is 

a collection of award-winning and shortlisted 
images from the 2021 competition. Each image 
is accompanied by technical information as well 
as anecdotes from the photographers on how 
each photograph was taken.

THE HAPPIEST MAN 
ON EARTH
Eddie Jaku
Hardback RRP $44.99 

9 November release,
advance orders welcome 

A fully illustrated collector’s 
limited edition of the best-

selling and much-loved Australian memoir. During 
the Holocaust, Eddie Jaku faced unimaginable 
horrors every day.  He lost family, friends, his country. 
Because he survived, Eddie made the vow to smile 
every day. He pays tribute to those who were lost by 
telling his story, sharing his wisdom  
and living his best life. He now believes 
he is the ‘happiest man on Earth’.

LADIES, WE NEED  
TO TALK 
Yumi Stynes &  
Claudine Ryan
Paperback RRP $32.99

Ladies, We Need To Talk 
breaks the stigma around 
everything women are 
thinking but not saying. Yumi 
Stynes and Claudine Ryan 

cover all the trickiest taboo topics from their hit ABC 
podcast, from bodies and mental health to sex and 
relationships. In this book, they dive further into the 
podcast topics that resonated most with sensitivity, 
hilarity and serious smarts.

FRY’S TIES
Stephen Fry
Hardback RRP $35.00 
16 November release,  
advance orders welcome

By the time he was fifteen, 
Stephen Fry owned more 
than forty ties. Inherited 
initially from a grandfather, 
matters turned more serious 

when he could afford to buy them brand spanking 
new. Inspired by Stephen’s hugely popular Instagram 
posts, this witty book features beautiful, hand-
drawn illustrations and photographs to celebrate his 
expansive collection of man’s greatest asset: the 
Tie, in all its sophisticated glory. 

MURAKAMI T
Haruki Murakami
Hardback RRP $35.00
16 November release,  
advance orders welcome

The international 
literary icon opens 
his eclectic closet: 
Here are photographs 

of Murakami’s extensive and personal T-shirt 
collection, accompanied by essays that reveal a 
side of the writer rarely seen by the public.

GET WELL
Michael Leunig
Paperback RRP $24.99
16 November release,  
advance orders welcome

Deceptively wise, 
heartbreakingly 

beautiful and just plain hilarious, Get Well is a robust 
selection from Michael Leunig’s work over the  
past four years – a time when, quite remarkably, all 
has not been well with the world. Get Well is the book  
we all need right now – just the tonic for these 
strange times. 

BETOOTA-ISMS
The Betoota Advocate
Paperback RRP $29.99

Betoota-isms is a deep 
dive into Australian culture, 
invention and creativity 
with a complete record of 
‘English’ as it is used from 
the Member’s Box of the 
MCG to the change rooms 

of the Betoota Dolphins rugby league club. This 
is your complete guide to The Betoota Advocate’s  
most memorable slang, nicknames and sayings.

BIRDS
Tim Flach
Hardback  
RRP $90.00

Working for years  
in his studio 
and in the field, 
internationally 
acclaimed 
photographer  
Tim Flach has 

portrayed nature’s most alluring creatures 
alertly at rest and dramatically in flight, 
capturing intricate feather patterns and 
subtle colouration invisible to the naked eye. 
The result of much patience, precision and 
persistence, Birds features more than 130 
extraordinary photographs. Putting us face-
to-face with some of Earth’s most magnetic 
living beings, Flach evokes the magnificence of 
the animal kingdom - and the urgent need to 
protect and defend it. 

BOOKS THAT  
MADE US
Carl Reinecke
Paperback 
RRP $34.99
17 November release,  
advance orders welcome

Australia’s novels lie 
at the heart of the 
country. Capturing 
everyday lives 
and exceptional 

dreams, they have held up a mirror to the 
nation, reflecting the good and the bad. In this 
companion book to the ABC TV series, Carl 
Reinecke looks at the history of Australian 
culture through the books we have read and  
the stories we have told. In a panoramic  
account of Australian fiction, this is 
a history of authors and books that 
have kept us reading.

MORE RULES 
FOR LIFE: 
A SPECIAL 
VOLUME FOR 
ENTHUSIASTS
Kitty Flanagan
Paperback 
RRP $9.99

More Rules for 
Life is the latest 
collection from 
comedian and 
rule-maker Kitty 

Flanagan. Inspired by a rapidly changing world, 
this special volume includes a whole batch of 
new rules, as well as some very specific rules 
for our pandemic-riddled society. Written for 
the enthusiasts and true believers, More Rules 
for Life contains all the information you need to 
help others be their least-annoying selves.
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THE LABYRINTH
Amanda Lohrey
Paperback RRP $29.99

WINNER OF THE 2021 
MILES FRANKLIN 
LITERARY AWARD
The Labyrinth is a hypnotic 
story of guilt and denial, of the 

fraught relationship between parents and children, 
that is also a meditation on how art can both be 
ruthlessly destructive and restore sanity. It 
shows Amanda Lohrey to be at the peak 
of her powers.

THE BASS ROCK
Evie Wyld
Paperback RRP $22.99

WINNER OF THE 2021 
STELLA PRIZE 
Surging out of the sea, the 
Bass Rock has for centuries 
watched over the lives that 
pass under its shadow on 

the Scottish mainland. And across the 
centuries the fates of three women  
are linked: to this place, to each other.

KLARA AND  
THE SUN
Kazuo Ishiguro
Paperback 
RRP $32.99
 
 
Klara and the Sun 

is the first novel by Kazuo Ishiguro 
since he was awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Literature 2017. A thrilling 
feat of world-building, a novel of 
exquisite tenderness and impeccable 
restraint, Klara and the Sun is a 
magnificent achievement. 

STILL LIFE 
Sarah Winman
Paperback 
RRP $32.99

From the author 
of When God was 

a Rabbit and Tin Man, Still Life is a 
big-hearted story of people brought 
together by love, war, art and the 
ghost of E.M. Forster. ‘The sheer 
joy in her storytelling is completely 
infectious’ - Graham Norton.

SO YOU THINK 
YOU KNOW 
WHAT’S GOOD 
FOR YOU?
Dr Norman Swan
Paperback  
RRP $39.99

We all want to be healthier, but do 
you know what’s good for you? 
Informative, accessible and easy to 
understand, So You Think You Know 
What’s Good for You? has everything 
you need to know about health and 
wellbeing, delivered with Dr Norman 
Swan’s trademark clarity and wit. 
 

THE MAN WHO 
DIED TWICE
Richard Osman
Paperback 
RRP $32.99

The second novel in 
the number one bestselling Thursday 
Murder Club series featuring the old  
(but far from past-it) team as they 
pursue a brand new mystery.  
Also don’t miss the record-breaking 
Thursday Murder Club, 
from the biggest  
debut in recent history.
Paperback RRP $19.99 

TOXIC
Richard Flanagan
Paperback 
RRP $24.99
 

The Tasmanian 
salmon industry 

presents itself as world’s best practice 
and its product as healthy and clean, 
grown in environmentally pristine 
conditions. But what are we eating 
when we eat Tasmanian salmon? 
Richard Flanagan’s exposé tears open 
an industry that is as secretive as its 
practices are destructive and its  
product disturbing. 

WITH THE 
FALLING OF THE 
DUSK
Stan Grant 
Paperback 
RRP $34.99

Stan Grant is one of our foremost 
observers and chroniclers of the 
world in crisis. Weaving his personal 
experiences of reporting from the 
front lines, together with his deep 
understanding of politics, history and 
philosophy, With the Falling of the 
Dusk explores what is driving the world 
to crisis and how it might be averted. 

LOVE OBJECTS
Emily Maguire
Paperback  
RRP $32.99

By the acclaimed 
author of An Isolated 

Incident, Love Objects is a clear-
eyed, heart-wrenching and deeply 
compassionate novel about love and 
family, betrayal and forgiveness, and the 
things we do to fill our empty spaces. 
‘Bold, furious, unapologetic and deeply 
insightful.’ - Sofie Laguna. 

WHO GETS  
TO BE SMART
Bri Lee
Paperback  
RRP $29.99

Bri Lee, award-
winning author of Eggshell Skull, 
asks Who Gets to be Smart? in this 
forensic and hard-hitting exploration 
of knowledge, power and privilege. 
Interrogating the adage, ‘knowledge is 
power’, and calling institutional prejudice 
to account, Bri dives into her own 
privilege and presumptions to bring us 
the stark and confronting results. 

PIRANESI
Susanna Clarke
Paperback RRP $19.99
 
WINNER OF THE 
WOMEN’S PRIZE FOR 
FICTION 2021  
Piranesi lives in the House. 
Perhaps he always has?  
‘A gorgeous, spellbinding 

mystery … This book is a treasure, washed up 
upon a forgotten shore, waiting to be discovered’ - 
Erin Morgenstern 

AT NIGHT ALL  
BLOOD IS BLACK
David Diop
Paperback RRP $19.99

WINNER OF THE  
2021 INTERNATIONAL 
BOOKER PRIZE 
The story of a Sengalese 
soldier in the trenches of 

the Great War. At Night All Blood is Black is 
a hypnotic, heartbreaking rendering of a mind 
hurtling towards madness. ‘An extraordinary novel, 
full of sadness, rage and beauty’ - Sarah Waters.

THE DICTIONARY  
OF LOST WORDS
Pip Williams
Paperback RRP $19.99

WINNER OF THE 2021 
INDIE BOOK OF THE YEAR 
Set when the women’s 
suffrage movement was at 
its height and the Great War 

loomed, The Dictionary of Lost Words reveals a lost 
narrative, hidden between the lines of a history  
written by men. It’s a delightful and 
thought-provoking celebration of words, and 
the power of language to shape the world.

THE NIGHT WATCHMAN
Louise Erdrich
Paperback RRP $22.99

WINNER OF THE 
PULITZER PRIZE FOR 
FICTION 2021  
Based on the extraordinary 
life of multi-award 
winning author Louise 

Erdrich’s grandfather who worked as a night 
watchman and carried the fight against Native 
dispossession from rural North Dakota all the 
way to Washington DC.

INDIE BESTSELLERS
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